Dr. Kathy Koch
Resiliency: Learn to
Embrace Life with
Confidence

Resiliency, choosing to recover from trauma, disappointments,
and loss, is not always easy. It is essential in order to live with
confidence, hope, and joy. Discover what resilient women have
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in common and beliefs and strategies that will change you.
Recovery can become easier for you. Learn how! These tips aren’t just for you. If you have
children they will help them too.
Keywords: #WOMEN #PARENTING

Single Now: Being
Content in My Today

Dr. Kathy believes that if the single life was good enough for Jesus, it’s good enough for her. She
details other reasons she is content and more than satisfied as a single adult and concludes with
an exhortation. After listening, you may agree that singleness can be celebrated. If not, that’s okay.
You’ll still be encouraged. You’ll appreciate Kathy’s refreshing perspective, comforting sensitivity
to any discouragement and doubts, practical ideas, and stories.
Keywords: #WOMEN #RELATIONSHIP #SEASON

Todd Wilson
Irresistible Parenting

A pandemic has struck families across the country with full force. Children of well-meaning,
God-fearing parents have graduated and walked away from their parents, and anything to do
with God. Some fatalists say, “Well, that’s the ‘chance’ you take with children. You do your best
and then spin the wheel.” Others say, “Obviously, there must be a flaw in our parenting model.”
Still others shrug their shoulders, cross their fingers, and press on. There’s a better way. Come be
encouraged as Todd explains the reasons for the pandemic and gives you hope.
Keywords: #PARENTING #STEP-FAMILY

What Every MAN Wants
From His Wife...No Not
That!

Are you having trouble finding the time and energy to meet the needs of your husband after a
hard day of life? Maybe you’ve forgotten what his needs are. Would you like your husband to take
a more active role in your marriage, parenting, and life? Maybe your husband has pulled away
and refuses to be involved in training your children. Join me as we discuss the HOLY GRAIL of
getting your husband more involved in what matters. Your husband will thank you for coming!
The discussion will be led by a real husband.
Keywords: #RELATIONSHIP #MARRIAGE

Jannique Stewart
50 Shades of Pronouns
and Gender: Debunking
LGBT Ideology with Truth
and Compassion

How many genders are there today? Should I attend my child’s same-sex wedding? Is sex
“assigned” in the first place? Should I use someone’s preferred pronoun? What’s the loving
response to a friend experiencing a gender-identity conflict? Why is there a sudden spike in
teens that identify as transgender? Jannique will unpack the LGBT worldview and narrative that
is taught in public schools and at the academic level. Participants will learn a biblical view of
sexuality and how to debunk some of the common examples used to support LGBT ideology that
often silences biblical truth. Lastly, students will focus on the proper way to view and frame human
sexuality and the dignity of the human person, so they have a proper framework when engaging
on LGBT issues- this will allow them to love their transgender neighbor without affirming lies or
compromising biblical truth.
Keywords: #CULTURE #LGBTQIA+ #FAITH #RELATIONSHIP

Confronting the
Confusion of Critical
Race Theory with Clarity
and Truth

What is Critical Race Theory? Is CRT simply a tool used to
expose racism and social injustice, or is it a worldview that
creates more division than unity? The increasing media and
academic narratives describe our present-day America as a
very racist country and propose that CRT offers the answers
to racial reconciliation and social justice. Jannique will bring
clarity to the conversation by defining key terminology used
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in discussions around racism, covering the worldviews and the
theoretical framework that undergirds CRT, and breaking down the 4 Main Ideas proposed by
CRT. Participants will also learn the problems with CRT, and the dangerous assumptions made
that contradict the bible and bring more division than unity. Lastly, participants will discover the
healing that can only be found in a biblical worldview and will leave with answers to debunk the
most common rhetoric used to defend CRT, and how to reframe the conversation around biblical
reconciliation vs. racial reconciliation.
Keywords: #CULTURE #RACE #FAITH #RELATIONSHIP

Abortion is Black and
White: The Irrefutable
Scientific Case for Life

Is abortion a woman’s right to choose? Why are you trying to control what a woman does with her
own body? Is the preborn just a clump of cells? Why should we force our morality upon others?
What about in a medical emergency or cases of rape? Jannique will highlight the main pro-choice
arguments and clarify the most important questions and objections. This session lays out an
irrefutable scientific case for the preborn, and a strong philosophical case that defends the value
of preborn humans regardless of differences of S.L.E.D (size, level of development, environment
and degrees of dependency). Attendees will leave with tactics that expose how pro-choicers
assume the preborn are not fully human and justify the intentional killing of our nation’s most
vulnerable by dehumanizing and devaluing the humanity of the preborn.
Keywords: #CULTURE #LIFE

Jill Savage
Love for a Lifetime

When we say “I do,” most of us have the expectation that our love will last a lifetime. What many
of us don’t understand is that it actually takes work to have a marriage that goes the distance. In
this seminar, Mark and Jill Savage will look at six decisions we can make to improve our marriage.
What’s unique about these decisions is that even if your spouse never changes for the rest of your
married life, your marriage can and will change because of the intentional decisions you have the
opportunity to make every day. The Savage’s will show you how to:
• Give grace and forgiveness even when you don’t feel like it.
• Stop playing the blame game.
• Replace damaging words with positive words and a tone that invites communication.
• Choose love even when it’s difficult.
• Change your prayer from “God, change him/her,” to “God, please change me.”
Keywords: #MARRIAGE #RELATIONSHIP #FAITH

Better Together

Are you trying to do life alone? Feeling isolated in the journey? Been hurt by past friendships? Jill
Savage, mother of 5, knows those challenges and presents a compelling vision that life really is a
group effort. In this session, Jill will help you:
• Increase your confidence in social settings when you stop unfairly comparing yourself to
others.
• Combat isolation when you find or create your community where you can both give and
received support.
• Deepen your friendships when you learn, help, and pray together and care for, share with,
forgive, and encourage one another.
• Strengthen trust when you leave your friendship baggage behind and forge new relationships
with a new mindset.
• Increase your joy as you discover you truly are a better when you don’t do life alone.
Keywords: #RELATIONSHIP #FAITH #FRIENDSHIP

Laura Petherbridge
Losing My Mind and
Loving It

Are stressful and overwhelming thoughts consuming your life?
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There is a way out. Laura shares how to obtain the “Mind of
Christ” which can overcome destructive thinking. It’s time to uncover the way to rise up over the
thoughts that push us down.
Keywords: #FAITH #THOUGHTLIFE #SELFCARE

Am I Too Nice? Is It
Enabling or Love?

Laura learned how to be a “people pleaser” at an early age. Then God revealed she had
unhealthy boundaries. This liberating workshop reveals the root reasons why enabling feels like
love, and the practical steps necessary to overcome.
You will learn how to:
• Recognize and defeat enabling behavior.
• Understand Biblical examples of enablers and the severe consequences they experienced.
• Master the feelings of dread or fear when not in control of a situation.
• Conquer the desire to solve other people’s problems.
Keywords: #SELFCARE #BOUNDARIES #RELATIONSHIP #FAITH

Ginger Hubbard
Reaching the Heart of
Your Child

Based on Ginger’s best-selling book, Don’t Make Me Count to Three! There is far more to
parenting than getting children to “act” right. We have to get them to “think” right and to be
motivated out of a love of virtue rather than a fear of punishment. Ginger equips parents to reach
past the outward behavior of their children and address the issues of the heart. Move beyond the
frustrations of not knowing how to handle issues of disobedience and into a confident approach
to raising your children.
Keywords: #PARENTING #FAITH #STEPFAMILY

A Biblical Model for
Do you find yourself threatening, repeating your instructions, or raising your voice in an attempt
Discipline...It May Not Be to get your children to obey? Do you feel guilty because you know you should be faithfully
What You Think
training and instructing your children in righteousness but you aren’t sure how? Through personal
experience and practical application of Scripture, Ginger encourages and equips parents in the
why, when and how of biblical discipline.
Keywords: #PARENTING #FAITH #DISCIPLINE

Lori Wildenberg
Messy Journey

Help! I have a Prodigal. Did you do everything right, yet your child wandered off the expected
path? You may feel anger, confusion, and even betrayal. If your child (or loved one) is a prodigalone who is involved in sexual sin, gender confusion, substance abuse, or turned away from faith
discover how to live in the tension of heartbreak and and hope. Lori Wildenberg, mom of a young
adult who has stepped off the expected path will share grace and truth-filled ways to build a
relational bridge with your wanderer.
Keywords: #PARENTING #PRODIGAL #LGBTQIA+ #RELATIONSHIP

Messy Hope

How to Raise Hope-Filled Kids in a Hard World
“I’m such a failure.”
“No one cares about me.”
“I haven’t felt happy for a long time.”
“I don’t want to live anymore.”
If you have heard your child utter these words, your fear for
their well-being has skyrocketed. Kids today are growing up
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in a hard world. They feel helpless and hopeless. Anxiety and
depression are on the rise. Some experts say this is the new normal. We cannot accept this! Our
kids need to be equipped with more than positivity and resilience. They need HOPE. We can be
used by God to cultivate hope in our kids. Join Lori, licensed parent and family educator and the
mother of a child who has wrestled with depression and anxiety, as she shares 4 ways to grow
hope in your kids and in your family.
Keywords: #PARENTING #RELATIONSHIP

Kate Battistelli
The God Dare: Will YOU
Choose to Believe the
Impossible?

What’s the crazy dream God has dropped in your heart? What wild adventure has He invited you
to join? What preposterous, enchanting, scary, impossible dream has He given you that you know
you can’t possibly do in your own? Join Kate as she shares just what a God Dare is, how you can
discover yours, find the courage to step out, and choose to be chosen to change the world!
Keywords: #FAITH #SELFCARE #RELATIONSHIP #DISCIPLESHIP

Bridging the Gap
Between the
Generations: Mentoring
& Becoming a Titus 2
Woman

In the American church, there’s a huge, gaping hole between the generations. If you’re an
older woman, you likely feel disconnected and irrelevant to the younger generation. If you’re
a younger woman, you’re out there on your own, navigating as best you can but desperate for
help from someone who’s been there and done that. Kate will encourage your heart, give you
strategies to help you connect, and show you creative ways to bridge the massive gap between
the generations. None of us has it all together but, together we can figure it out and live full
and rich lives…lives that will mutually bless each other, knocking out fear and intimidation. The
generations are far more powerful together than apart!
Keywords: #WOMEN #FAITH #RELATIONSHIP #SEASON

Heidi Farrell
Overcoming
Defensiveness:
Communicate with
Confidence, Humility,
and Heart

It happens to all of us. We feel attacked by a family member, friend, spouse, child or stranger. How
should we defend ourselves? What is the biblical response? Heidi explores when defensiveness is
healthy or holding us back, and how to clearly and lovingly communicate our needs.
Keywords: #PARENTING #STEPFAMILY #RELATIONSHIP

Janet Newberry
Building a Life That
Nourishes Your Soul

“We keep doing good...thinking it will make us good.” Those are the words written on an index
card laying on the desk in my living room. (Janet Newberry) This one idea is the fundamental flaw
that upends our cultural compass, sends us to bed both exhausted and sick. In a culture of love,
we can learn to ask ourselves: “Do I really need more? Or do I need something different?” Come
learn how to nourish your heart, mind, body, and soul with love. Come learn to love one another
in these ways, too.
Keywords: #WOMEN #RELATIONSHIP #SELFCARE #SEASON

Leslie Nunnery
Becoming the Mom

Whether by birth or by choice, you are called to love your
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children deeply and to teach them diligently—and that specific
privilege of being their mom and dad is reserved for you alone! During this hour, we’ll explore
how you can become the mom or dad you really want your children to have—and that God has
created you to be.
Keywords: #PARENTING #FAITH #STEPFAMILY #RELATIONSHIP #DISCIPLESHIP

Power of Prayer for
Parents

Are you strategic in the way you pray for your children? For your husband? For yourself? Let’s look
together at how God will fundamentally change the way you approach parenting, marriage, and
every other area of your life through the way you pray. Then, we will all spend some time praying
together in a very directed way that is sure to be a blessing and encouragement to all.
Keywords: #PRAYER #FAITH #PARENTING #MARRIAGE #RELATIONSHIP #DISCIPLESHIP

Ginny Yurich
1,000 Hours Outside:
How Nature Immersion
Sets Kids Up for Lifetime
Success

In the last few decades, childhood has largely moved inside. With so many great opportunities
that vie for our time, it’s easy to consider outside play as frivolous. In this session, Ginny
Yurich, founder of 1000 Hours Outside reveals how “just” playing outside offers a myriad of
developmental benefits to your child and how these benefits will extend through adulthood. Do
less and yet gain more with nature immersion!
Keywords: #PARENTING #STEPFAMILY #SEASON

Walk by the Way.
Teaching Spiritual Truths
Through Natural Means

Bring Deuteronomy 6:7 to life! “You shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of
them when you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and
when you rise.” Opportunities to teach Biblical truths are all around us. Learn ten practical ways to
teach truths through hands-on learning activities you can easily add into your school year.
Keywords: #PARENTING #FAITH #DISCIPLESHIP

Renee Lawless
Overwhelmed to Over
J.O.Y.ed

What track are you running on? Your kids, your family/spouse, your job? Are you in the picture
at all? Is Christ? Is your ministry thriving or circling? Are you satisfied? Learn to unlock your J.O.Y.
and get on the right track.
Keywords: #FAITH

